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Comprehension- A Prince at school (pg 5-45)
Answer the following questions in complete sentences.
1.

Why did the children at school looked at Jojo strangely?
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________

2.
Find 2 things in chapter 1 that tells you Jojo’s family was poor when they arrived in
Lostanfound island.
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________

3.

Choose words in the story that have opposite meanings to the given words.
normal

common
failure

4.
Write True or False and the reason in the boxes below.
Statements
True/False
a) Jojo’s family survived the
war in their country.
b) Jojo didn’t want to sell the
butterflies as it was rare.
c) The butterfly exhibition
was free.

Reasons

5. Explain the dilemma faced by Jojo in Chapter 4.
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________

B. Vocabulary Challenge

The answers can be found in the story. Can you solve the puzzle? Have fun!

Across
2. grand and beautiful
3. confusing and difficult to understand
6. very unusual and uncommon
8. badly damaged or spoiled
Down
1. small printed notice used for advertisement
2. a favorable outcome
4. a small, narrow boat
5. valuable and important
7. tall plants with hollow stems that grow in shallow water

Answer key
Activity 1: Comprehension
1. Instead of a school bag, he carried a suitcase. His shoes were far too big for him too.
2. They had only a suitcase and they moved to an old, empty hut outside the village.
3.
Choose words in the story that have opposite meanings to the given words.
normal
strange
common

rare

failure

success

4.
Statements
True/False
Reasons
a) Jojo’s family survived the war
False
His father and sister died in the
in their country.
war.
b) Jojo didn’t want to sell the
False
He promised his grandpa he
butterflies as it was rare.
wouldn’t sell it.
c) The butterfly exhibition was
True
The visitors bought something like
free.
rice, tools instead of paying.
5. On one hand, he realized that selling the butterflies would help his family have a better life. On the other
hand, he didn’t want to break his promise to his grandpa never to sell the rare butterflies.
Vocabulary Challenge Across: 2) splendid 3) complicated 6) rare 8) ruined
Down: 1) flyer 2) success 4) canoe 5) precious 7) reeds

